
 THE HEARTH AND THE VOLCANO / HOMEFIRE AT PALUDAL 

 A hearth, in literal terms, refers to the floor of a fireplace that extends out into a room and is 
 made from stone. Hearth can also refer to the fireplace as a symbol of the home, the hearth being, for 
 most of human history, the central feature of a dwelling. In the BBC archaeological television programme 
 Time Team  it is pretty common with Neolithic, Bronze Age, and Iron Age domestic sites, to find, after 
 three days of digging, little more than some shards of pottery, perhaps a few circular shadows of 
 post-holes on the ground, and the stained blackish/reddish burnt charcoal rich soil left from a central 
 hearth. An excavated hearth raises much excitement amongst the archaeologists, as by dating the 
 charcoal they can date the dwelling. But they also seem emotionally affected by uncovering and 
 crouching around the place where whoever lived in the dwelling would have gathered too. 

 Sorawit Songsataya’s exhibition  homefire  evokes a hearth. Ōamaru limestone and beeswax 
 compose the ‘logs’ and a pair of hologram fans each produce a spectral flame. The weighty materials of 
 the sculpture lend it a sense of solidity. It reminds me of driving along rural roads and, now and again, 
 seeing out the car window, in a field, a brick chimney, mossy and unsteady, but still standing, with the 
 rest of the house collapsed away around it. The limestone itself dates back millions of years, to 
 somewhere between 23 million and five million years ago, when a Miocene coral reef was established on 
 a platform raised by an underwater volcanic eruption near Ōamaru. The fossilised remains of the moss 
 animals and sea mats which lived on the reef make up the beds of limestone that are quarried today. 

 The physical labour of sawing and carving limestone and beeswax shares something of its 
 process with the digital shaping of codes and commands that form the hologram flames. The flames, 
 although, appear illusional rather than solid, undulating through thousands of varied forms and emitting a 
 spectrum of bright colours. Fire and its flickering shadows possibly mark the beginning of moving image 
 as an artform, as it is understood by historians and archaeologists that cave art dating back to the 
 Paleolithic was animated by sensory factors such as light effects, and also sound and touch. 

 Beeswax has a connection for Songsataya based on their childhood memories to the Thai lunar 
 festival Loy Krathong, where terracotta lamps with beeswax candles are laid around the balconies of 
 houses, and decorated baskets made with the leaves and flowers of banana trees are floated down 
 rivers, as a way to both give thanks to the river and ask for forgiveness. Vivid memories like this are a link 
 for Songsataya to Thailand and home, but there is worry too, of childhood memories gradually being 
 chipped away the longer they are in their second home in Aotearoa. 

 Fire as an element has potential for sudden change. The philosopher Gaston Bachelard writes in 
 The Psychoanalysis of Fire  : “Less monotonous and less abstract than flowing water, even more quick to 
 grow and to change than the young bird we watch every day in its nest in the bushes, fire suggests the 
 desire to change, to speed up the passage of time, to bring all of life to its conclusion, to its hereafter … 
 destruction is more than a change, it is a renewal.”  1 

 Somewhat contrary to this balance between renewal and fiery, consuming destruction is the 
 hearth or homefire as a place that offers lively conditions for reverie, a kind of liberation from reality. One 
 that tends to remake the future and the past. 
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 1  Gaston Bachelard,  The Psychoanalysis of Fire  . trans. Alan C. M. Ross. London, Routledge & Kegan 
 Paul, 1964. p.16 


